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Millicent
Simmonds
Changes
the Game

ABILITIES
UNLIMITED

Industry Awakens
to Creativity
and Market Power
of Disability
Community

HOW PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES ARE HELPING HOLLYWOOD WIN
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After bursting on the
scene with acclaimed
turns in “Wonderstruck”
and “A Quiet Place,”
Millicent Simmonds is an
actor on the move.
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People with disabilities (PWD)
are the largest minority group
in America. The entertainment
industry is — finally — taking notice.
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Showrunners are determined
to make TV series reflect
the real world by including PWD
writers, characters and actors.
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Casting directors are using
everything from open calls to
confidential cajoling to help
PWD actors break down barriers.
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These six actors are making
it in the industry and
proving that “disability” needn’t
hold anyone back.
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The annual Easterseals
Disability Film Challenge
has become a vital resource for the
industry to discover PWD talent.
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Created in the 1970s by
Norman Lear and two other
producers, the Media Access Awards
spotlights inclusion.
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Daryl Mitchell of “NCIS: New
Orleans” keeps on pushing
forward, never mind the wheelchair.

Change the way you see disability.
CelebrateDontSeparate.org

ONLINE
Be sure to visit variety.com/disability for
additional articles and helpful resources.
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H

person!” and end the conversation
in the business. After “Breaking
on “The Good Doctor,” is on
there, without considering that a
Bad,” he says, he was offered a lot of
awakening to a valuable resource and
the spectrum himself.
blind sound tech might be perfect
“drooling parts.”
talent pool: people with disabilities.
“People with disabilities
for the job.
“Severely disabled; big budThe industry is always lookhave spent most of their lives
Actor RJ Mitte, who has cerebral
get,” he says. “I had to respectfully
ing for unique stories from unheard
confronted with limitations,” says
palsy, believes his CP has been an
decline a lot of them. I’m not going
voices. Hollywood is also seeking
Rozeman. “So by definition,
asset for him — and not just because
to go drool on camera. That’s not
new sources of income. People with
they’re good at problem solving.
it helped him win the role of Walter
what I want to represent with my
disabilities help solve both problems.
And just as important: People in
White’s son on “Breaking Bad.”
characters,” In fact, there are signs
“Diversity is good for business,
Hollywood are looking for new
“I find disability is a magical
of progress around the industry;
from the employment standpoint,
voices. By hiring someone who
thing when it comes down to what
such stereotyping seems to be endbut also to reach an untapped marsees the world differently, you’re
we are and what we can do,” says
ing, and accurate representation of
ket,” says Easterseals Southern Calbuilding a sense of uniqueness
Mitte, “because when you think
people with disabilities is increasing.
ifornia president and CEO Mark
into that project.”
you’re at your limit is when you
One of the leaders is David
Whitley. “Recent estimates show
He is grateful for opportunities
find new limits.” He remembers
Shore, the creator and showrunpeople with disabilities represent a
he’s been given, even as far back as
months in the hospital as a
ner of Sony TV-ABC’s “The Good
market of more than $21 bilelementary school: “Instead of sayboy, physical therapy, occuDoctor.” The series centers around
lion annually. The disabiliing ‘I don’t know how to deal with
pational therapy, speech
Shaun Murphy, a young surgeon
ty community is 61 million
this,’ my teachers said, ‘How can
BY
LOUISE DUFF
therapy: “Those treatments
who is on the autism spectrum. It
strong, and they represent
we help him flourish?’”
and those classes taught me
emerged as the top-rated new series
25% of the country. That’s
Scott Silveri, creator of ABC’s
how to handle myself and
in the 2017-2018 season.
a huge market and a huge
“Speechless,” based the show on
how to work with other people.”
Shore is actively working to help
opportunity. Nike, Target, Toyhis own family’s experience; Sil“With people with disabilities
in all three areas of focus for PWD:
ota, Microsoft: They are using sigveri’s brother had cerebral palsy.
you don’t often hear, ‘That guy’s
He’s hiring them in key creative
nificant marketing power, to tarSilveri not only cast an actor with
really fake,’” says Mitte. “They are
roles, such as writers; hiring them in
get the disability community more
CP, Micah Fowler, he has a PWD
who they are. Their disability made
below-the-line jobs; and depicting
and more.”
writer and consultants on staff.
their personality stronger.”
characters onscreen with disabilities.
The success of works like “Black
“To have boots on the ground,
Mitte has had his battles to fight
Mark Rozeman, who is a staff writer
Panther,” “Crazy Rich Asians” and
Continued on page 4
“The Good Doctor” show nichethemed stories can tap into crossover audiences.
Whitley adds, “People with disabilities are significantly under-represented. The industry has the pow%
er to give them a voice — and it’s
Percentage of speaking
time for this to happen.”
%
characters in the
Like other minority groups, peotop 100 films from 2007
Percentage of
ple with disabilities are still searchto 2017 depicted
the U.S. population
as having a disability.
ing for equal opportunities. There
(61 million adults)
who have a disability.
are several reasons for that, but at
their heart the challenges revolve
around stigma and misperceptions
about disability.
“The power of entertainment
People with
Hispanics
African-Americans
disabilities
is its ability to influence, inspire
and shift people’s perceptions, to
DISCRETIONARY
DISCRETIONARY
DISCRETIONARY
INCOME
INCOME
advance social change. But because
INCOME
$
$
we rarely see characters with dis$
16 BILLION
3 BILLION
21 BILLION
%
abilities in storylines, it’s easier to
AFTER-TAX
AFTER-TAX
AFTER-TAX
stereotype and marginalize,” adds
DISPOSABLE INCOME
DISPOSABLE INCOME
DISPOSABLE INCOME
As of 2017, percentage
Whitley. “Someone told me their
$
of top TV show
490 BILLION $582 BILLION $501 BILLION
theory about why more people with
characters with
The total discretionary income of $21 billion for people with disabilities
disabilities who were
disabilities aren’t included in film
is higher than the combined discretionary income of African-American
played by non-disabled
and television: Hollywood is afraid
($3 billion) and Hispanic populations ($16 billion). The total after-tax
performers.
of not getting it right.”
disposable income for working-age people with disabilities is about
The effects of these misin$490 billion, which is similar to that of other significant market segments,
such as African-Americans ($501 billion) and Hispanics ($582 billion).
formed stereotypes play out several ways. If there is an opening for a
SOURCES: AMERICAN INSTITUTES FOR RESEARCH, CDC, USC ANNENBERG, RUDERMAN FAMILY FOUNDATION
sound technician, for example, an
exec may think, “I can’t hire a blind
HOLLYWOOD IS SLOWLY

“I find disability is a
magical thing when it
comes to what we are
and what we can do.”
RJ MITTE
actor

The Disability Community: America’s Hidden Giant
2.5

ASSETS,
NOT AFTERTHOUGHTS
Hollywood is learning that people with
disabilities are both a rich creative resource
and a vast underserved market
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and executives in charge of hiring.
Continued from page 3
people who have actually lived
Actress Millicent Simmonds, who
it — that perspective is invaluable,”
lost her hearing at 12 months old,
says Silveri.
has made a splash playing deaf charVia the Internet, a resource that
acters in “Wonderstruck” and “A
didn’t exist when he was a boy, he
Quiet Place,” but so far has nevfound many families who’d had
er played a film role opposite anothexperiences similar to his own. “I
er deaf actor.
wanted to pull out what’s unique
“I hope we’ll have more deaf
to my family, what’s shared among
actors and actresses,” she says. “I
families like ours,” he says. He linked
don’t want to be someone who says
up with online groups for families
‘I want more deaf people and more
facing such issues. “I ended up backpeople with different disabilities
ing into a bit of a community when
and more diversity in Hollywood.’ I
I wasn’t even looking for one,” he
want it to actually become a reality.”
says, “and that’s been [a] great uninLast summer, actor-activist and
tended consequence of the show.”
Easterseals Southern California
Showrunners and execuboard member Nic Novictives who work with peoki addressed a room full
ple with disabilities find
of TV scribes at Variety’s
that they don’t want
annual Writers Room
quotas or special treatgathering.
ment. They just want
Novicki asked every
the same opportunities as
writer to include at least
everyone else.
one character with a disMany showbiz organizaability during the 2018-19
NOVICKI
tions have programs to help, but
season. Novicki emphasized that
some argue that diversity fellowthe script doesn’t have to be centered
ships don’t work, because people end
on that topic: “Most of us don’t deal
up bouncing from one fellowship to
with our disabilities 24/7. Like everyanother. Meetings with guilds and
one else, we just deal with everyday
studio-network executives may help,
life, which is interesting enough. Just
but the real key is in talking about
include us as characters.”
disabilities with writers, showrunners
Casting director Pam Dixon is

one of Hollywood’s
years as a film editor. His
trendsetters who has
progressive sensorineubeen bringing in PWD
ral hearing loss has not
for years, with a sucbeen a handicap. Cude
cessful creative payoff.
says, “I don’t see myself
Others on this honor roll
as disabled. I describe
include Silveri, Peter Farmyself as hard of hearing.
WHITLEY
relly, Bobby Farrelly and Ryan
Each of us has something that is
Murphy in the realm of scripted
unique. This just happens to be my
works, and Gay Rosenthal and Jonauniqueness.”
than Murray on the reality TV side.
“Good Doctor” writer Rozeman
Rosenthal, a veteran of VH1’s
says when he was in school, he was
“Behind the Music,” has produced
reluctant to talk about autism.
such series as TLC’s “Little Peo“Since I joined the show, I talk
ple, Big World” (319 episodes so far)
about it more; I want to pay it forand “Push Girls,” about a dynamward. But even now, I worry that
ic group of spirited women who use
people will think I’m an ‘autiswheelchairs.
tic writer’ and that’s all I can do.
But when pitching the concepts,
It’s an important part of who I am,
she quickly discovered these things
but I don’t want that to be my sinat first made a lot of network execugle defining trait. I’m a lot of things.
tives uncomfortable.
I’m Hispanic, a Southerner, a liberal,
“That’s why I wanted to do these
I consider myself a Christian; in the
series, so that people can become
words of Walt Whitman, ‘I contain
comfortable with this,” she says.
multitudes!’ ”
“These are not shows about disabilShore from “The Good Docities; they’re about human beings
tor” adds, “I don’t think it’s just Holwho happen to face some different
lywood. The unemployment rate
challenges.”
for people with autism, for example,
Finding steady work in the
is appalling. They’re capable of so
industry is never easy for anyone,
much, and we should make it possiand to a PWD, there are also chalble for them to prove it.”
lenges of perception.
—STEPHANIE PRANGE AND EMILY
James Cude has been working 18
LADAU CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT.

SEAL OF APPROVAL: Tiffany Smith-Anoa’i

Diversity executive has made CBS a leader in disability representation and accessibility
TIFFANY SMITH-ANOA’I SPENT YEARS URGING HIGHER-UPS AT CBS

Entertainment to create a diversity department. In 2015 she was rewarded for her efforts, as they not only approved her request but
asked her to help build the department.
Now, as executive VP, entertainment diversity, inclusion
& communications, Smith-Anoa’i works with CBS staff to
help directors, writers, producers and casting directors
reflect the real world by including a variety of people in
CBS shows, including those with disabilities.
She acknowledges that progress for actors
and creatives with disabilities lags far behind other
minority performers. “We have to look broader,” she
says. “Disability goes by the wayside far too often,
and I’m happy this is becoming more a part of the
inclusion conversation.”
Every year her department brings in the casting directors from all of the CBS shows across the company’s network,
some 72 in the most recent confab. “Our guest speaker was Danny
Woodburn,” she says. “He busted those biases [like] ‘Oh, [shooting] is
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going to take longer,’ or ‘It’s going to be more expensive’ or whatever.
“This isn’t a situation where people have a tremendous amount of
malice,” says Smith-Anoa’i. “I think it’s much more a tremendous
amount of ignorance.”
Woodburn also told the gathering that many auditions
happen on upper floors of buildings with no elevator
— making them inaccessible to many PWD.
“My department has made sure that if your building is old, and we need [accessible] audition space,
we will find it,” says Smith-Anoa’i. “And we’ll make
sure that the casting directors come there.”
Smith-Anoa’i has put in her own time for the
cause, serving as a mentor for the winner of the Best
Awareness Campaign in the Easterseals Disability Film
Challenge the past two years. She is especially proud
the Ruderman Foundation recognized CBS for leading the
industry in casting performers with disabilities.
“I want that to not just be something I’m proud of,” she says,
“but I want it to become the norm.” — BETH FINKE

Millicent Simmonds’
light spirit has
captivated her
co-workers, while her
acting reveals profound
depths of emotion.

Millicent Ascending

‘A Quiet Place’s’ Millicent Simmonds has astonished her directors and reminded the entertainment
industry that deaf actors can speak volumes without uttering a word
audition, she made Haynes cry, and
her career skyrocketed.
has already starred in two critically
“He said immediately that he
acclaimed feature films — Todd
knew I was the person he
Haynes’ “Wonderstruck,”
wanted to cast for that part,”
and “A Quiet Place,” John
said Simmonds. “It made
Krasinski’s post-apocalyptic
BY CHAYA
MEZIKOFSKY
me feel really special. I was
horror movie.
still a new person on the
A film career wasn’t
scene.”
something she or her famiKrasinski, who directed her
ly imagined for her growing up
and played her father in “A Quiet
in the sleepy suburb of Bountiful,
Place,” says of the actress: “Special
Utah. But at her first-ever movie

AT AGE 15, MILLICENT SIMMONDS

v ariet y .com/ d is ab ilit y

just doesn’t cover it.
“Rarely in my career have I
worked with someone more talented and professional than Millie,” he
says. “As an actress she is dialed into
something pure, some kind of truth
that very few people are able to
access, especially with such ease. I’m
convinced she’s not actually from
this earth. I firmly believe this girl is
an actual angel.”
If she’s an acting prodigy, perV A R I E T Y
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haps it’s because she’s always been
a storyteller and a master at communicating through emotion and
expression without spoken words.
“In third or fourth grade, I loved
to sign stories and monologues,”
says Simmonds, who became deaf
around 12 months old. Later her
high school drama teacher asked her
parents if she could join the drama
club. They said yes, and soon she
was hooked.
“Wonderstruck” and “A Quiet Place” followed — and accolades,
too: The Los Angeles Film Festival recognized her at its New Wave
brunch, co-sponsored by Easterseals, as one of six breakout artists
who deserve industry recognition.
Next, Simmonds will have
recurring roles on Disney Channel’s
“Andi Mack” and Sundance Now’s
“This Close,” created by actors
Shoshannah Stern and Josh Feldman, both deaf.
“This is the first time I’ll be acting with other deaf actors professionally,” Simmonds says. “It’s
a very exciting experience.” And
there is that sequel to “A Quiet
Place” somewhere down the road.
At home, she says, she lives “a
pretty calm life” with her family
in Utah. Her heroes? Her mother
and father. She does chores and she
listens to music with her cochlear
implant; Father John Misty and Red
Hot Chili Peppers are favorites.
While “Wonderstruck” took her
to Cannes, Simmonds also hopes
to travel more (Egypt, for the
Pyramids) and, someday, time
permitting, attend college.
“My advice for young people is to just be yourself,” she says.
“There’s no pressure. Do what you
want to do. And if you want to
do something, then go after it and
make it happen.”
A B I L I T I E S
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SEAL OF APPROVAL:
Peter Farrelly

Writers Lead by Reflecting Reality

‘Green Book’ helmer turns to PWDs
for fresh faces in his pictures

Showrunners prove that including characters with disabilities adds depth to drama and lures new viewers to TV series
EVERYTHING BEGINS WITH

the script. Everything, including
inclusion.
If people with disabilities are to
get more opportunities on camera,
that has to start with writing — and
the writers.
“TV used to be very,
very white, and it’s less
BY STEPHANIE
so. TV used to be very
PRANGE
straight, and it’s less so,
and I think we can open
the door wider to folks with
disabilities on TV as well,” says
writer-producer Scott Silveri.
“People like to see themselves
reflected on TV and in movies,
and there’s something very unkind
about closing that door.”
Inclusion isn’t just than an altruistic act. Easterseals Southern California president and CEO Mark
Whitley states, “Diversity, including
disability, is good for the entertainment business.
“We’re seeing how diverse films

“Speechless” showrunner Scott Silveri says that star Micah Fowler (above) has
carried the production and busted myths about working with disabled actors.

Online
Inclusion means hiring people
with disabilities, be it into
executive suites, or as belowthe-line artists like Kaitlyn Yang
(above). Go to variety.com/
disability for more.
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are dominating the box office every
week,” he says. “And how [inclusive] shows on the small screen are
winning hearts and getting good
numbers.”
While there’s growing evidence bolstering the business case
for inclusion, “Breaking Bad” creator Vince Gilligan summarizes the
creative case: “It’s important to see
the world, as it exists, in Hollywood
movies and TV shows. The world
includes people with disabilities, and
when they’re not seen in TV shows
and movies, it’s presenting a world
unlike that which exists.”

Gilligan was inspired by a college
friend to include a character with a
disability on “Breaking Bad.” Walt
Jr. was played by RJ Mitte, who has
cerebral palsy (CP) in real life.
Silveri, creator and executive
producer of the ABC comedy
“Speechless,” had an older brother
with CP; the series is based on his
family’s experiences. Silveri has a
full-time writer and consultants
with disabilities that provide “a
wealth of raw material,” he says,
but he wanted a PWD to play JJ
DiMeo, the young man in the story
with a disability.

“You don’t want to be coaching somebody to play disabled,” Silveri says. “You don’t want to have
anybody faking it. I was striving for
authenticity.” After a wide search,
Silveri and his casting director found
Micah Fowler, who has cerebral palsy and uses a wheelchair.
“It’s a tricky show to pull off
at times, and we really do it on
Micah’s back,” he says. “He really delivers week in and week out,
always with a smile on his face. He’s
just been a gift.”
Some had concerns about the difficulties of having a performer in
a wheelchair on set or on location,
Silveri says, but no such problems
materialized.
“I understand why people think it
would make things just a little more
difficult, but it’s just not been the
case. We’re three years in, and I can
give you a long list of actors who
add time to [the shoot]. Micah’s on
the top of the other list.”
Another writer-producer drawing from her background to explore
stories of people with disabilities is
Margaret Nagle, an Emmy winner
for writing the 2005 HBO TV movie “Warm Springs.”
She identified with its subject,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who
became disabled after contracting
polio, because her own brother is
disabled from a car accident.
She later adapted a Spanish series
into “Red Band Society,” about
young people with disabilities in a
hospital ward. Nagle always likes
to write about people navigating
life’s challenges; “that’s where drama
comes from,” she says. But, she adds,
she especially likes to include characters with disabilities.
“To see deafness, to see blindness,
to see the struggles, to see people
dealing with imperfection in terms
of this image that Hollywood projects about bodies, which is so ridiculous,” says Nagle.
“It’s better for everybody,” she
adds, “[when we] show the world as
it is onscreen.”

AFTER THE PREMIERE OF “DUMB AND DUMBER,”

Onscreen Inclusion
Shifts Perceptions
Casting directors, studio executives, agencies and thesps join
forces behind the growing drive to cast actors with disabilities

Practice,” “The Red Line”), who
uses a wheelchair.
with disabilities onscreen doesn’t
Among those attacking the
reflect their representation in
problem is Casting Society of
real life, say industry advocates
America president Russell
for the disability community.
Boast. He spearheads the
But actors, agents and castCSA’s Inclusion and Divering directors are pushing
BY STEPHANIE
PRANGE
sity Committee, which on
for change.
Jan. 7 organized the Open
“Disabled folks are the
Casting Call on Disability.
largest minority in the U.S.,
The nationwide event got
yet we still remain the caboose
more than 50 casting directors to
on the conversational train of diveropen their doors over the course of
sity and inclusion,” says actor
a day to actors with disabilities.
Michael Patrick Thornton (“Private
“I wanted to get as many casting
directors in front of as many performers with disabilities as I possibly could,” Boast says. The goal was
to dispel misconceptions and create
buzz. More than 900 people auditioned. For Los Angeles, committee member Monika Mikkelson,
Paramount’s VP of casting, helped
arrange for an open call on the Paramount lot and for volunteers to
assist the auditioners.
One of the impediments to
casting performers with disabilities, Boast says, is “the fear of the
unknown,” including the “perception that it’s incredibly hard to cast
someone with a disability.” There
Michael Patrick Thornton had a
are also the fears about causing
romantic arc on “Private Practice”
offense, and about how to approach
and appears in the freshman series
the actors, he says.
“The Red Line” on CBS this fall.
“We want Hollywood to be
REPRESENTATION OF PEOPLE

v ariet y .com/ d is ab ilit y

the Farrelly brothers’ first big movie, their childhood
friend Danny Murphy pulled them aside to point out
a mistake.
“C’mon, man, you got no disabled people in there,”
he told them. Murphy used a wheelchair after breaking
his neck in a diving accident in his teens. Beyond that, the
Farrelly boys grew up with friends who always brought their
brothers with intellectual disabilities along to play outside.
“It just happened that way, it was our world,” Peter Farrelly
explains. So Murphy’s words left him mortified. “I was like, ‘Jesus, I
forgot!’” he says. “In our movies, we try to capture the real world, so
if you want to have a better movie, of course you should have someone with a disability in it. That’s reality.”
They cast Murphy as a bad guy in their next movie, “Kingpin,” and
he appeared in their next three films. They have gone out of their
way to hire actors with disabilities ever since.
There are some myths about actors with disabilities, mainly
that they add shooting time or expense. Farrelly says the rumors
are bunk.
“We’ve never been delayed by a person with a disability. Everybody’s doing hair, putting on makeup. It’s all hurry-up-and-wait, you
know, we’re not bricklaying. We’re actors. They do a scene for three
minutes, then sit down for an hour.
“And I’ll tell you this: They’re goddamned prepared, because they
don’t get their break a lot, and when they get into a movie they come
with the goods.”
Farrelly bemoans the lack of opportunities for PWD actors —
“Why can’t the girlfriend be blind? Why can’t the lead guy use a
wheelchair? Does it matter?” — but the upside of that is that they’re
new to the audience. “I’m getting a face that nobody’s seen before,
and that’s the advantage for me.” —BETH FINKE

comfortable about having characters with disabilities in their stories,
whether it’s a central or minor character,” adds Mark Whitley, president and CEO of Easterseals Southern California. “That’s the way
we’ll ultimately change the way the
world defines and views disability.”
Agent Gail Williamson, who
heads up the diversity department
at KMR Talent, says that her clients
like to be considered when there’s a
disability story.
Williamson has personal experience with how such roles can
inspire, having a son with Down
syndrome who identified with the
character of Corky in “Life Goes
On” growing up. The character was
played by Chris Burke, who also has
Down syndrome.
But her clients want to be considered for a wider range of roles.
“Our goal, and these actors’ goal,
would be to be playing roles that
V A R I E T Y
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don’t revolve around their disability or where their disability doesn’t
move the story forward, but where
they’re just included,” Williamson
says. That encompasses small roles,
she says, in which “they are the ones
that say, ‘They went that way,’ or
‘Do you want fries with that?’”
Boast concurs: “No one thinks
to put them in a supporting role
because it’s not a story point,” he
says. “It doesn’t have to be a story point. Just show what the world
looks like.”
Thornton notes that his character on “Private Practice” was
“an intelligent, funny, sexual character who also happened to use a
wheelchair.
“In our culture, the arts are a
great verifier,” he adds. “When we
see ourselves in paintings or sculpture or onstage or onscreen, we feel
seen and accepted and folded into
the diverse tapestry of America.”
A B I L I T I E S
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Pushing Through Closed Doors
INTERVIEWS BY
EMILY LADAU

Making it as an actor is hard. For actors with disabilities, it’s even more so.
They face all the usual obstacles, and then find many doors in the industry unfairly closed to
them. Those who are making it, though, are proving the value of representation.
They’re inspiring others, creating their own opportunities, and making content that’s changing
the way Hollywood sees disability. Here are six actors who are thriving — and leading.

PHOTOS
BY MICHAEL
BUCKNER/
VARIETY

JAMIE BREWER
Credits: “American Horror Story,” “Turnover”
(coming in January)
Reps: Agent - Gail Williamson, KMR Talent
Heroes: My family, Ryan Murphy, Brad Falchuk,
Patti LuPone

“Becoming an actor was a dream of mine. In
eighth grade, I was in a program that helped
me learn the theater world. That definitely has helped me change minds in the entertainment industry. I’m a huge advocate. A
lot of my advocacy is about changing perspectives and opening people’s eyes to the
world of Down syndrome. Give us a chance,
because there’s always room to grow.”

KURT
YAEGER

CJ JONES
Credits: “Baby Driver,” “Castle Rock”
Reps: Manager - Becky Poliakoff and Scott Faucett at
Hg5 Entertainment
Agent - Gail Williamson at KMR Talent
Heroes: Slapstick actors including Jerry Lewis and Flip
Wilson; Jamie Foxx; and Robert Panara, teacher at
the National Technical Institute for the Deaf

“The opportunities for people with disabilities in the media look good, but we
can’t just sit back. We have to keep actively pushing. I want to develop a script with
a role for me included in it. I’m not waiting
for the industry to say, ‘Hey we’ve got a
job opening for you over here.’ I just continue to work and build roles for myself on
my own, to produce, direct, write. Develop
your own projects, get involved. The disability community needs to just get on the
move. We can’t just sit and wait.”

SHOSHANNAH STERN & JOSH FELDMAN
Credits: “This Close,” “Weeds”
Reps: Manager - Paul Young and Mike Griffin, Make
Good Content Agents- Tim Phillips, Amanda Burnett
and Houston Costa, UTA Lawyer - Peter Sample
Heroes: Peter Dinklage, Marlee Matlin

Credits: “This Close”
Reps: Manager - Paul Young and Mike Griffin, Make
Good Content Agents - Tim Phillips, Amanda Burnett
and Houston Costa, UTA Lawyer - Peter Sample
Heroes: Larry Kramer

“With television and film there are no limits. I’d love to see people of all abilities play
all kinds of people. Villains, heroes, doctors,
lawyers, what have you. When you’re creating a world on a show or in a film, we have
the capability to ask the world, what if the
world looked like this? We may not have
had a president who was deaf yet, but when
you’re creating a narrative, why not? I hope
that people, whether they have a disability or not, ask themselves that same question
after seeing our content: Why not?”

“It’s a unique opportunity to be able to be
a gay, deaf man on television or in films.
I’m profoundly deaf and I don’t speak, so
I always figured that there wasn’t a place
in TV or movies for people like me, since
usually characters have to speak, even deaf
ones. I kind of had a ‘don’t bother’ mentality for a long time, until I started making
my own content and realized that I had
that mentality because I just hadn’t seen
anyone like myself onscreen yet. So, I’m
really just getting started.”

RJ MITTE

Credits: “Breaking Bad,” “Switched at Birth”
Reps: Managers - Vanguard Management Group
Heroes: Tom Hanks, Angelina Jolie, Brad Pitt,
“my grandparents”

Credits: “Tell Me a Story,” “Sons of Anarchy”
Reps: Manager - Greg Wapnick, Luber Roklin Entertainment
Agents: Erin Grush, Mallory Tucker, Melissa Bormann, CESD Talent Agency
Heroes: “My father, Timothy Yaeger”

“Of the many shows I’ve been on and projects I’ve done, each has been an opportunity to
change people’s hearts and minds. I’m a chameleon; I become the characters I play. So, I can
be a good guy with a dark edge, or a dark guy who’s got a heart. And when writers, producers, and casting directors work with me, they realize, ‘Here’s a physically capable, hyper-athletic
actor who can be an action hero — and he happens to be missing half his leg.’ And you can see
all their perceptions about disability melt away.”
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“There are multiple reasons why you should give people with disabilities a chance in the entertainment industry — one being that it’s a massive community. There are millions of people
with disabilities around the world that want to see themselves represented. We want accuracy,
we want honesty. This is a market, people are hungry for this. My whole goal is to carve this
path, to really have an impact in the disability community so everyone that is with me on this
path to inclusion can get through it a little bit easier, and really cultivate what they’re doing.
I’m a big believer in opportunity for all.”
v ariet y .com/ d is ab ilit y
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Fall Season
Harvests
Fresh Chances

SEAL OF APPROVAL:
Fred Maahs Jr.
Comcast executive has advanced accessibility for
people with disabilities since his teenage years

IF THE NEW TV SEASON IS

FRED MA AHS JR. WAS 18 YEARS OLD WHEN HE WAS PARALYZED IN

Peter Farelly spotted Sofiya Cheyenne in an Easterseals Disability Film
Challenge short (above); he and his brother cast her in “Loudermilk.”

Film Challenge Is a
Force for Change

Six years after its founding, Easterseals’ initiative has
become a launching pad for mainstream Hollywood careers
to the Film Challenge is Sofiya
Cheyenne, a little person from New
wins. Just ask actor-comedian
York. Her role in “Loudermilk”
Nic Novicki.
is the first recurring role of her
Novicki founded the
career. Peter Farrelly viewed
Easterseals Disability Film
the 2018 Film Challenge
Challenge to showcase
BY
shorts to find the right actress
diversity and to motivate
MELISSA BLAKE
for the part. After auditionpeople to take their careers
ing multiple actresses, Peter
in their own hands and
and his brother Bobby — who
increase their own visibility.
directed the episode — decided
Since then, it’s become an
Cheyenne was the perfect fit.
essential event for both filmmakers,
“[The Challenge] has brought me
actors and talent scouts.
more opportunity and exposure than
During the weekend-long event,
I could have ever asked for,” she says.
participants write, shoot and edit
“I am so grateful!”
three- to five-minute short films
Major industry companies and
based off an assigned genre. The
institutions are getting behind the
filmmakers are not required to
Film Challenge. Longtime supportinclude disability in the story, but
ers SAG-AFTRA, Dell and CBS
each team must include at least one
Entertainment Diversity & Inclusion
person with a disability.
have been joined by, among oth“The films are starting to reach
ers, Adobe, Deadline, NBCUniverthe desks of casting directors, writsal, Nike, UTA and Variety this past
ers and producers,” says Novicki,
year. UTA also hosted this year’s red
“which has led to increased inclusion
carpet event at its L.A. office.
and jobs for our participants.”
“We have always admired the
One actor who got a job thanks
WITH DIVERSITY, EVERYBODY
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a diving accident. “Just like that,” he says. “I became a statistic.”
After seven months at a rehabilitation facility, he was ready to
start his freshman year when he received a letter from his college
telling him not to come. The campus wasn’t wheelchair-accessible.
“It was 1980,” he explains. “The Americans with Disabilities Act
hadn’t been passed yet. I’d go out and not see one other person with
a disability, not in town, not at colleges, not even at the movies.”
His own accessibility issues inspired Maahs to advocate for others with disabilities, so when Widener University in Delaware invited him to attend, and to advise the
school on making its Wilmington
campus accessible, he enrolled,
and became Widener’s first
wheelchair-using graduate.
Besides his regular work
as senior director, strategic
partnerships, for Comcast,
he continues to advocate for
PWD as VP of the Comcast
NBCUniversal Foundation and
Easterseals’ 1st vice chairman of
the board. He also previously served as
chairperson of the National Board of the American Association of
People with Disabilities.
Overall, Comcast NBCUniversal has provided nearly $35 million
in support to help Easterseals advance assistive technology solutions. “A lot of companies do great work supporting organizations
philanthropically, but in the disability space, they can do a lot more.
It’d be utopia if other companies supported non-profits in broader
ways for people with disabilities, too,” Maahs says.
Seven years ago Maahs helped create a Comcast NBCUniversal Assistive Technology grant that has empowered an estimated
50,000 Americans with disabilities.
Making Comcast NBCUniversal products and services accessible to all users — including people with disabilities — benefits
the company financially, but Maahs says the company sees it as a
social justice issue as well.
“No matter your race, gender, orientation, ability, income, really,
whatever your zip code is, everyone should have access to the Internet and to opportunity,” he says. “It’s the right thing to do.”
—BETH FINKE

great work Easterseals has done and
we were honored to play a role in
helping amplify their message to the
larger entertainment community,”
says Rene Jones, partner and global
head of philanthropy at UTA.
Novicki sees power in the future

too — for both the disability community and the industry as a whole.
“We’re building lasting, working
relationships across the entertainment industry and advancing greater
disability awareness and inclusion on
and off the screen,” he says.

The Media Access Awards were founded by three producers, including Fern Field and Norman Lear (inset); Allen Rucker
and Deborah Calla took over as producers in 2010 and struck a crucial partnership with Easterseals.

TV Legend Launched Salute to Inclusion

The Media Access Awards honor representation of the disability community in entertainment
ship with Easterseals.
“The Media Access Awards is the
Norman Lear, the Media Access
gold standard in celebrating incluAwards have been ahead of its time.
sion best practices, and we look forA 1977 episode of his sitcom
ward to being a part of its contin“Maude” featured a character who
ued success,” said Easterseals
had suffered a stroke. The stoSouthern California presry and the audience’s reacBY
ident and CEO Mark
tion touched him profoundMELISSA BLAKE
Whitley.
ly. He later went on to cast
Today the MAA covcomedian Geri Jewell, who
ers new media as well as film
has cerebral palsy, in a recurand TV, and has backing from the
ring role on “The Facts of Life.”
guilds and other industry orgs.
She was the first person with a disEven in 2018, despite strides
ability featured as a regular on a
made in disability representation, the
major sitcom.
MAA remains an important event,
It was Jewell who inspired Lear,
especially as a vehicle for highlighttogether with producers Fern Field
ing a vast pool of talent that isn’t
and Norman G. Brooks, to create
being used enough and to show the
the Media Access Awards (MAA).
importance of inclusion, says Calla.
“She did standup and she was so
“We get to see people with disfunny,” remembers Lear.
abilities as human beings, and to
“We were finding our way,”
reflect the world as it is — with all
he says of those early days, “but
colors of the rainbow,” she says.
the needs were the same since the
Collectively, the awards are
beginning: to entertain and inform.”
bringing new energy and relevance
Lear says it was important to
to inclusion in Hollywood, helping
him that the disability community
the industry accurately portray sociwas represented onscreen in ways
ety. That’s why this year’s awards
that were “accurate, inclusive and
reflected the growing number of
multifaceted.”
storylines and acting opportunities
After a brief hiatus, producers
for PWD — more than ever before.
Deborah Calla and Allen Rucker
At the 2018 event, CJ Jones
revived the awards in 2010 and, this
received the SAG-AFTRA Haryear, formed an important partner-

MUCH LIK E TH EIR FOUNDER,

v ariet y .com/ d is ab ilit y

old Russell Award; Simon Cowell received the Visionary Award,
and seven producers of SundanceTV’s “This Close” shared the PGA
George Sunga Award; “A Quiet
Place” writers Bryan Woods,
Scott Beck and John Krasinski were honored
with the WGA West
Evan Somers Award.
“This Close” and “A
Quiet Place” reflect one
of the goals of the MAA:
to show people as more
than their disability.
RADCLIFF
“We learn to live in society through what we see in media
— in TV, film and on the web,” says
Calla. Rucker adds that it’s important for scribes to write full, complex characters “who happen to have
a disability,” but that disability is not
the sole focus of the storyline.
“In the future, we foresee a
broadcast show to share with
Americans and inspire the world
on the potential of this very
vibrant community,” Calla says.
“We are also positioning ourselves with the support of Easterseals to be a referral and advocacy
organization as well as a workshop
for producers and mentors for the
community.”
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any indication, Hollywood
may finally be expanding
its inclusion of people with
disabilities.
David Radcliff, who has
cerebral palsy (CP), is in his
first year as a staff writer,
working on ABC’s freshman
cop drama “The Rookie.”
He says showrunner
Alexi Hawley “made a
conscious effort to build a
room that celebrates the
impact diversity has on
storytelling.”
Actors with disabilities
are better represented in
this year’s series: Micah
Fowler, who also has CP, is
a regular on ABC’s returning “Speechless.”
Millicent Simmonds will
be recurring on Disney
Channel’s “Andi Mack” and
on Sundance Now’s “This
Close,” created, written by
and starring Shoshannah
Stern and Josh Feldman.
Stern, Feldman and Simmonds are deaf.
Gaten Matarazzo, who has cleidocranial dysplasia,
returns in season
three of Netflix’s
“Stranger Things.”
Kurt Yaeger, an
amputee, stars in CBS All
Access’ “Tell Me a Story.”
Evan George Vourazeris, who has Down syndrome, has a recurring role
on Netflix’s “Ozark.”
Radcliff notes that
people with disabilities are accustomed to
problem-solving.
“I know if I do great
work and solve a lot of
challenges on the fly, I’m
proving not only that this
work can be done by people with disabilities, but that
we bring a lot of added
value and fresh perspectives,” he says.
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Daryl Mitchell Keeps on
Rolling
A wheelchair user since 2001, the actor is on
two hit series and isn’t slowing down

SUPPORT INCLUSION

Here are ways you can advance disability representation in entertainment.
Find more at variety.com/disability

ACTOR DARYL “CHILL”

Daryl Mitchell began his
acting career fully abled but
has used a wheelchair for
17 years. Now he’s on “Fear
the Walking Dead” and
“NCIS: New Orleans.”
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Mitchell had two dozen credits to
his name prior to a 2001 motorcycle accident that put him in a
wheelchair.
“I made my mark as an
able-bodied actor, so [I said] the
least you could give me is the
opportunity, and they didn’t have a
problem with that,” says Mitchell of
auditioning post-accident. “When
I get in the room they’d be like,
‘Man, ain’t nothing changed, you’re
just sitting down.’”
Mitchell’s first big role after the
accident was co-starring on NBC’s
“Ed.” “That show told me that I’m
still capable of doing this,” he says.
Ramps on set, provided for his
wheelchair, wound up being
useful for the camera operaBY
tors, too.
ROB OWEN
Now an “NCIS: New
Orleans” regular who also
finds time for a recurring role
on “Fear the Walking Dead,”
Mitchell says he encourages casting directors to get actors with disabilities into auditions for roles conceived of for able-bodied actors.
“A lot of these networks are
starting to step their game up,” he
says, noting he was pleased to see
“Fear the Walking Dead” cast a
multiple amputee as a walker in a
scene he filmed.
Mitchell notes his son, who is
on the autism spectrum, got hired
as a production assistant on “NCIS:
New Orleans” after simply hanging
around the set and helping out.
“They gave him a walkie-talkie
and he never looked back,” Mitchell
says. “It just goes to show you, people just need opportunities.”
Mitchell says he tells others to be
grateful for what they have, regardless of their condition.
“I had bad days when I was
walking, that is the bottom line,”
he says. “You got to pick your head
up, you gotta keep pushing because
every day ain’t gonna be sunshine
— that’s whether you’re abled or
disabled.”

CASTING DIRECTORS
1. For a role where the character has a disability, give

actors with disabilities a chance to audition.

2. Audition actors with disabilities for roles that do

not explicitly reference disability as a character trait.

DIRECTORS/PRODUCERS
1. Disability is an untapped market that today’s

audiences want to see represented in authentic
and compelling ways. Make sure this community is
reflected in your project.

STUDIOS/NETWORKS

3. Include people with disabilities in crowd scenes

and as background characters.

ACTORS WITH DISABILITIES
1. Gain experience and build your network by

participating in workshops, on-stage shows and
practice auditions.
2. Submit yourself for roles or have your

representation submit you for roles that may or may
not explicitly reference disability.

3. Get out there, create and share your content.

One way: Participate in Easterseals Disability Film
Challenge!

1. Prioritize inclusive hiring practices across your

company’s many roles and jobs.

2. Use casting facilities that are on the ground floor

or are otherwise fully accessible.

3. Execute fully inclusive events by using ASL

interpreters and ensuring complete accessibility for
those with mobility disabilities.

BELOW-THE-LINE PROFESSIONALS
1. Prioritize inclusive hiring practices for all roles at the

company.

INSPIRE CHANGE

WRITERS
1. Include at least one writer with a disability in

your writers’ room. If you are having trouble
finding qualified writers, Easterseals can help.
Visit variety.com/disability
2. Make it commonplace to have people with

disabilities as characters in your scripts — write at
least one character with a disability into your next
script. Disability is simply a characteristic no different
than hair color, or gender, or any other aspect of
being human.

3. Instruct your casting directors to include people

with disabilities in crowd scenes.
v ariet y .com/ d is ab ilit y
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INCLUDE.
DON’T
ISOLATE.

Change the way you see disability.

EASTERSEALS
Providing
life-changing services
for people
with disabilities.
Committed to a future
where everyone
is 100% included.

easterseals.com/southerncal

